
Forming from flesh and bone

we share a well
where clay is bone, and rope becomes hair, skin and fertile soil

it’s shrivelled edge touches your lip and your heart seeps out

anti-freeze green acrylics scrape the bottom of the jug
(her talons caress the ornate edges
– glass birds, lemons, nail art from a salon in Russia)

“It’s Baroque”

men pass cantirs between each other on the building site

bodies of water contained
poured from wells that are claustrophic and decaying 
designed to resist attachment, but they gnaw and latch

‘skin princess beauty salon’, we’re 16 and staircase is pure marble

she flips her hair in slow motion

smudged lipstick with dark liner – ‘the overdraw’

passing through the mall 

body adorned

ties, tied or tide
like emotions or a knot 
a gift that left me tender 
at the vaguely exclusive art opening

a familial debt

she left a card on the dresser with a key



a sticky shine that helps you stay clean on the inside

she cries into the well

a study for wounds 

wet bouquet leaves an imprint on skin

absorbed through care and its knotted cracks,
she drinks.
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We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land on which Airspace Projects stands today, the 
Gadigal and Wangal people of the Eora Nation. We pay our respects to their Elders, past, present and 
emerging, and to the knowledge embedded forever within the Aboriginal Custodianship of Country.
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